Preparing applications for AppUp through TGC
This guide is designed to quickly help you prepare your applications for inclusion into the AppUp store with a little help from TGC.  In order to get the best grounding on how best to approach the final version of your application for AppUp, we featured an article in one of our newsletters covering the subject in some detail. 
Please read this before proceeding with the guide. 
The article is entitled "Tip Of The Month - Stepping Up With AppUp" found here:
http://www.thegamecreators.com/pages/newsletters/newsletter_issue_86.html
Once you have read this article, you will be pleased to hear that when you publish your game through TGC, we will take care of producing the MSI installer and uploading the final application and marketting materials. The only areas you are responsible for will be the coding and testing of the application, and a few small additions to your code.
Step by step guide
1. First ensure that you have conducted your own extensive testing of the application on your regular development PC and if possible, on a low specification NetBook. The devices are relatively inexpensive, and you are bound to know someone who has one, so take your game with you on a memory stick and ask them if they would like to see your game. Your friend gets to play a new game and you get to test your application for free.
2. When you are confident your application will not crash on the various low specification devices out there, submit the final unprotected game to TGC for review and feedback. This is the stage where we may offer advice on how you can improve your application, and whether it is something that TGC would be interested in publishing for you.
3. Once the game has been given the thumb's up, you will need to add two distinct pieces of code to the very start of your main application source code (assuming it has been written in DBP or DarkGDK).
	a) Relative Path Code - this section of code will ensure that when the AppUp client that delivers your application to the end user attempts to remotely execute your game from it's own folder, the executable still behaves normally. The code does this by detecting where the application is installed, and changes the working folder to match so that when your application loads media, it will find the files. Without this code, your application may attempt to load a file, but because the working directory is not your application folder, the load will fail and your application will produce an error (code appended below).
	b) Authentication Code - this section of code will use a special GUID (unique ID of your application) issued by Intel to verify that your application has been paid for and that the end user can run it.  All AppUp applications are required to do this, or they will fail the validation process and not placed in the store (code appended below).
4. In order to implement the second of these sections of code, you will require the GUID. TGC will preform the actual upload and obtain this GUID from Intel. When you reach stage three, we will provide this GUID value.  Refer back to the newsletter article if you are unclear how to use this code and under what circumstances.
5. Once both sections of code have been added to your application, you must build three versions of your final executable. You will build a completely unprotected version which will not use any of the 'Authentication Code' so everyone can run it without obstruction. You will also build a release version which will use the provided GUID in the Athuentication Code section which will be used for the final submission. You will also build a third executable called a debug executable, which will contain a special GUID value of 0x00000000,0x00000000,0x00000000,0x00000000 which denotes to the AppUp system that you want to test the Authentication Code but in test mode. TGC will use this version to test whether the final version is ready to submit (i.e. The ONLY difference between the release and the debug is that the release uses the provided GUID from Intel, and the debug contains 0,0,0,0).
6. Once these three executables are delivered to TGC along with the application media files and accompanying marketting material, we will conduct some brief netbook and OS tests of our own before proceeding to upload the application.  If there are missing materials, we will let you know throughout the process.
7. For issues relating to the marketting / price / screen shots and the business side of things, you can contact rick@thegamecreators.com. If the issues are related to finalizing the actual application executables and installer related matters, then email lee@thegamecreators.com
Dark Basic Professional Required Code
rem Relative Path Code
rem IMPORTANT: NetBook Apps should not ASSUME the current directory is their app folder. Always extract the app directory and set it, so you get local access to your media
app$=appname$()
for n=len(app$) to 1 step -1
 if mid$(app$,n)="\" or mid$(app$,n)="/"
  apppath$=left$(app$,n)
  appfile$=right$(app$,len(app$)-n)
  exit
 endif
next n
set dir apppath$

rem Authentication Code
rem Get authentication from AppUp
mypassword$="anythingiwanthere"
myuniquevalue=approve app(0,0,0,0,mypassword$) : rem debug
`myuniquevalue=approve app(0xFFEEDDAA,0xFFEEDDAA,0xFFEEDDAA,0xFFEEDDAA,mypassword$)
if myuniquevalue=929
 print "application is approved!"
else
 print "application not approved, now quitting..."
 sleep 1000
 end
endif

Summary
In addition to this document and the newsletter article, you will also find two files called AppUpForDarkBasicPro.rar and AppUpForDarkGDK.rar which are working projects containing very similar code as described above.  It is highly recommended that you read the newsletter article carefully as it offers good advice in respect of the more common issues that arise when you conver your application to the Netbook platform.
Tips
I. When you are using the debug client to test your debug builds, it is a good idea to un-install the Appstore if you have this installed as it will interfere with your use of the SDK.  A good strategy is to have a separate Netbook installed with the Appstore, so that you can test your final applications once they have been approved and are on general sale. This way you can satisfy yourself that what you see is what your customers see with no hint of developer files lingering around to skew your test system.
II. Before you submit your final files (unprotected, debug and release) to TGC, ensure that your application can run remotely from the current working directory.  An easy way to test this is to create a BAT file that executes your application inside it's folder. To do this, navigate to the folder that contains your application folder, which as an example might be (C:\MYWORK\MyGame). Now right click and select New > Text document to create a new text file alongside the MyGame folder. When asked to name it, type runindirectly.bat  Now right click this file and select EDIT to open the text file in NOTEPAD. Type the following: "MyGame\app.exe" where app.exe is the full filename of your application executable. Now save and exit and you will see your BAT file sitting alongside the MyGame folder. To perform the test, simply double click on the BAT file and it will launch your executable but the working folder will be outside of the MyGame folder so your application has the chance to correct this before you start loading media.

